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1. Introduction 

For a Riemannian manifold admitting an infinitesimal special concircular 

transformation, we know the foIlowing Obata’s theorem. 

THEOREM A. [1] Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of 

dimension n(르2). In order that M admits a nontrivial solution of the system of 
differential equations 

'VÀ'V ,,;lP+k ø Gλκ =0, k>O, 

it is necessary and sufficient that M is isometric with a sphere Sn of radius ~J.;. 
in the Euclidean (n+ 1) space. 

In this paper, We shaIl study several properties for surfaces in a Kaehlerian 
manifold by using of Theorem A. 

2. Surfaces of codimension 2 in a Kaehlerian manifold 

Let M be a surface of codimension 2 which is differentiably immersed in M. 
We suppose that M is represented by equation 

XÀ=XÀ(xi ) 

in each coordinate neighborhood U of M , {X사 being coordinates defined in U and 

{상} local coordinates defined in Mnu. 
On pu~ting gji=G À.KB/B/ we see that gji define in M a Riemannian metric 

which is caIled the induced metric, where B션=ÒXÀ/ÒXi. 

The Kaehlerian manifold M being orientable, we assume that the surface M is 

also orientable and that Blλ， ... , Bz,,-l are chosen in such a way that they form a 

frame of positive orientation. We then choose two loca fields of mutually orthogonal 

unit vectors Cλ and nÀ. in such a way that CÀ., nÀ, B/, ••• , Bzη-2X form a frame of 

positive orientation in M. If 'CÂ and ' nÂ are another set of normals satisfying the 

same condition, then we know 

(2.1) 'CÀ. =cos (j CÀ.- sin (j nÀ., , n À. =sin (j CÀ. +cos (j nÀ.. 
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And then we find 

(2.2) GÀK B깐CK =GÀK B/D~ =Gì..K Cì..DK =0, 

GXK CXcx =GK DXDr =1, 
B커BS=δ.i， B XBj =δ λ-C"C? - D" DÀ., j LJ I~ μ μ 

where we have put Bjx =GxxB깐gji， (gji) = (g ji) -1, Cκ =GÀK Cì.., DK =Gì..K DÀ.. 

Therefore, we can put 

(2.3) F{ B싼=1낀B/ +fiC" +giDK , 

F {CÀ.= - fiBt + fD" , F{ DÀ.= - giBt - fCκ , 

p and g' being defined by P = g!J，져 and g!=g!Jgj respectively. From (2.2) and 

(2.3) we get 

(2.4) j낀 =B깐F{B사 • 

fi=BlF{ C". gi=B/F{ D" ’ 

f=C À.F{ D". 

Denoting by Hji and Kji the second fundamental tensor of the surface M with 

respect to the normals C ì. and D À. and putting 

Hjz = gjhHltz, KJt = gIhKlti 

then the Gauss and the Weingarten equations for M are given respectively by 

(2.5) τjB/ = H jiCì.+ K j;Dì., 

'Vp ì.= -H/B/+LjDÎ., "V jDÀ= -K/B/-Lpì.. 

Differentiating covariantly the both sides of (2.4) and taking account of (2.5) , 

we find 

(2.6) 'V jf/=/,H j'+giK/, 

V' jfi= - fKji+giLr f/'Hjh' 

<7jgi=Hjz -J?Kjlz -J;Lj’ 

<7jf=Kjzfz -H1ig1. 

Transvecting again the both sides of (2.3) with F/ and making use of (2.3), 

we obtain 

(2.7) 파hfJ= -￠1+파fj+gigI， 

f/'파=fg;’ 자hgh= -j파， 
ft￡=gigz=l-f2， figz=o. 

Last, we denote by RJJI1 ÀK and Rkjih the components of the curvature tensors of 

M and M respectively, then we find 
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(2. 8) Rkjf= HZHji -HkiHjh+K압Kji-K&Kjh+RLJμr BkνBjμBzXBkx , 

\7 kHji- \7 jHki+ KkiLj-KjiLk=RJ)f1.Àκ BkUBjμB싼C/C， 

<7kfrjz - ?1Kki - HkzLj + HJiLK= Rνμ2X BZ욕μBz ADx , 

Which are the so-called Gauss and Codazzi equations. 

First, We shall prove the following 
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LEMMA 2.1 The scalαγ lunctz"on 1 dejz'ned by (2.1) Z"S determined indeþendently 

01 the choice 01 11Zutually orthogonal unit normal vectors Cλ and D?' to the surf，αce 
M , mzd consequently 1 is globally d，강쩌ed z"n M. 

PROOF. Let 'C I. and /D I. be mutually orthogonal unit normal vectors to the 

manifold M at a point P , then we find that, between a pair of unit normal 

vectors (Cλ， DA.) and ('C?, / D선 chosen as above at each point of M the relatons 

(2.1) hold. 80 we find. /I=/C?'F//D/C, which shows that 1 is independent of the 

choice of unit normal vectors C? and D A. and that 1 is a globally defined. 

3. TotaIIy urnbilical surfaces of codirnension 2 in a Kaehlerian rnanifold. 

When. at each point of the surface M of codimension 2, the relations Hji=H gji’ 

Kji=Kgji are always valid, the surface is called a totally umbilical surface, H and 

K being given by <) •• 뉴g웹， 검강ETgjiKji respective1y 

The mean curvature vector field H? of M in lvf is given by 

Hλ=HCλ+KDÆ. 

Then the following theorem is well known [4} 

THEOREM B. Le! M be a (2n-1)-dimensio1Zα1 totally κmbz"lical surface ùz a 

(2n+ 1) - dimensionα1 Riemannian m :tnilold M. 11 tJze covariant deriνatiνe 와HÆ. 

01 thε mean curvature νector lield H? 01 M is tange1zt to M , then M is 01 cOJZstant 

mean curvatμre. 

Next, We shall prove 

LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a (2n-2)-dimensional totally umbilical sμrlace wit1z non

zero mean curvature in a Kaehlerian manzfold. Suþþose that VjH? is tangent to 

M , then the lunction 1 delined by (2.4) is non-constant. 

PROOF. 8uppose that the function f is constant in M. Differentiating covariantly 

the last equation of (2.6) , we get 
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(3.1) 

from which we have 1=0. Again, transvecting \ljlof (2.6) with f' and gJ res

pectively and taking account of (2.7) and 1=0, we find J( =0, H =0 respectively. 

These results contradict to our assumption. Thus, the function 1 is non-constant, 

As a consequence of this lemma and theorem B, we have 

LEMMA 3.2 Let M be a (2n-2)-dimensional μmbiUcal surlace wzïh non-zero meα1 

curνature 쩌 a Kaehlerian ma짜fold. Suppose that 와HÀ is tangent to M , then the 

gradient 01 the scalar lunction 1 is an 찌꺼:nzïesimal special concircular translor

matz"on. 

Combining lemma 3.2 and theorem A , we have 

THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a (2n-2)-dz'mensional comp!ete connected totally 

umbilz'cal surlace wzïh non-zero mean cμrvatμre z'n Kaehlerian manzfold (n르2). 

Suppose that \ljHÀ. is tangent to M , then M z's isometrz'c wzïh a sphere 01 radiαs 

74=승 쩌 the Euclz'dean ψace， zvhere H 2+K2 is the mean curνatιre 01 M. 
fi “十K

It has been proved that the Kaehlerian manifold of constant holomorphic sectional 

curvature K has the curvature tensor of the form [2] 

(3.2) Rv,uk =k(Gu"Gμa-GuλGμ" + F v" F f.lÀ. - F vÀ.Fμ" -2FνμFk ) ， where 

k=K14 is constant. Substituting (3.2) into (2.8), 

(3.3) R"jih= HkhHjj-HkjHjh +KkhKjj-KkiKjh +k(gkhgj; 

-g/zigjh+1kh J상 -Ikj져ih -2/kjl ih) 

and 

(3. 4) ?kHjt-7jHkt-KjtLk+꿇Lj=k(4져j-I jl /zi -2/Jkj)' 

지i being defined by 지ij=gihl/. Suppose that M is a totally umbilical suaface of 

codimension 2 with non-zero mean curvature in M and that the covariant derivative 

of the mean curvature vector of M is tangent to M. Transvecting (3.4) with gJ' , we 

get 0 = - 3kl(1-12) by virtue of the skew symmetry of 져i. Taking account of 

lemma 3.1 and transvecting (3.3) with gkh, we obtain R jj =(2n-3)(H'2 +K2)gji. 

Thus we have the follOwing 

THEOREM 3.4 Let M be a totally umbilz'cal sμrlace 01 codimension 2 wz'th 

ηon-zero mean cμyνatuγe in a K aehlerian manzfold 01 constant holomorphic sectz'onal 

cμcναtχre. 1 f the covarz'aηt den'νative 01 the mean cκrvatμre vector 01 M is tangent 
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to M , then M z"s Einstein space. 

From this theorem , we have 

COROLLARY 3.5. 1f the coνariant derivative of the mean cμrνature vector of M 

is tangent to M , then there is no totally umbilical surface of codimension 2 with 

non-zero meaη curvatμre other than Einstein 쩌 a Kaehlerian manifold of constant 

holomorPhic sectional cμyνature. 

Kyungpook University 
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